HUMAN PATIENT SIMULATOR MODULES

FASCIOTOMY
Traditional fasciotomy training with cadaver and live tissue is expensive and logistically challenging.
Prepare your medical staff to diagnose and treat compartment syndrome in the lower extremities.
Constructed with state-of-the-art synthetic tissues and available in light, medium, and dark skin tones,
SIMETRI's Fasciotomy Training System includes accurate anatomical landmarks, sensor-based performance
assessment, and simple refurbishment/maintenance.
Available as a standalone Part Task Trainer and as a module for SimMAN® 3G and Rescue Randy.

HUMERAL HEAD INTRAOSSEOUS
The SIMETRI HHIO Training System provides an immersive rapid fluid infusion experience with accurate
anatomical landmarks and physiological responses to include arm articulation and rotation at the shoulder,
elbow, and hand joints. The system includes embedded processing, software, sensor technologies, and
mobile game to enhance the training experience. Refurbish in 10 minutes!
Available as a standalone Part Task Trainer and as a module for SimMAN® 3G and Rescue Randy.
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HUMAN PATIENT SIMULATOR MODULES
TRAUMA
Amputated arms and legs can be used as standalone training devices or attach to many high and low fidelity
manikins, including arterial tubing to connect to simulated blood supply and constrict under tourniquet
pressure. Materials act and feel like real human skin, and are ruggedized and durable. SIMETRI's exclusive
Moulage Kits include everything you need to rapidly begin training: Prosthetic Wounds (silicone prosthetic
appliance; reusable with proper care), Tattoos, and Makeup Supplies. Kits are available in an assortment of
skin tones.
Training classes using these products are also available!

GENDER RETROFIT
Women incur the same injuries as men - train your staff to provide the same care! The SIMETRI Gender
Retrofit Kit (GRK) is designed to be installed over Laerdal SimMan® 3G manikin and provide trainees an
opportunity to learn the critical tasks and techniques required to treat anatomically correct female patients
without requiring additional female simulators! The GRK consists of a female head mask, chest vest, and
genitalia that are highly realistic tactually and in appearance.
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